Review of the three-field techniques in breast cancer radiotherapy.
Breast cancer is often treated with radiotherapy (RT), with two opposing tangential fields. When indicated, supraclavicular lymph nodes have to be irradiated, and a third anterior field is applied. The junction region has the potential to be over or underdosed. To overcome this problem, many techniques have been proposed. A literature review of 3 Dimensional Conformal RT (3D CRT) and older 3-field techniques was carried out. Intensity Modulated RT (IMRT) techniques are also briefly discussed. Techniques are categorized, few characteristic examples are presented and a comparison is attempted. Three-field techniques can be divided in monoisocentric and two-isocentric. Two-isocentric techniques can be further divided in full field and half field techniques. Monoisocentric techniques show certain great advantages over two-isocentric techniques. However, they are not always applicable and they require extra caution as they are characterized by high dose gradient in the junction region. IMRT has been proved to give better dosimetric results. Three-field matching is a complicated procedure, with potential of over or undredosage in the junction region. Many techniques have been proposed, each with advantages and disadvantages. Among them, monoisocentric techniques, when carefully applied, are the ideal choice, provided IMRT facility is not available. Otherwise, a two-isocentric half beam technique is recommended.